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INTRODUCTION

Hducational evaluation is a nevar-ending process carried out by a school

to see if the objectives and the philosophy of the school are being net,

Tnis includes the areas of the guidance services, the acadenic subjects, the

extra-class activities, and all ether phases of the total school prograa.

One of the sources of inforaation in a prograa of evaluation is a follow-up

study of students who have passed through the school. The feelings and opinions

of these students, along v.dth the feelings of prou'essional education personnel,

raeabers of the coaraunity, and outside consultants, can b>i utilized in determining

the success or failure of the school in aeeting its objectives, A regular

prograra of follow-up and evaluation should be a part of the school's program

of complete education^:! oVc.luation,

The Probletn ^ It was the purpose of this study to folloi7-up the graduating

seniors of the classes of 1960 through 1964 of the Greensburgj Kansas, Rural

High School. The inf oriuation obtained will be valuable to the school for

future use in educational evaluation and possibly for inprovir.g the present

school program for the students still in school. ^

Inportance of the Stud:/ , At the present tine Greensburg High School does

not have a regular progran of follow-up of students who have graduated or who

have dropped-cut of high school before completion. In an a:tecipt to get such

a program started, a follow-up study of the classes mentioned above was inade

with an emphasis on the student's feelings en how vjell he thought Greensburg

High School prepared hira for what he is now doing. The information asked

for included present location and activity, opinions and feelings about the

academic subjects taken and the extra-class activities in which the student

participated while in high school, and opinions and feelings about the guidance



services of the school. The information obtained should prove to be valuable

to the school in any future prograra of evaluation it may undertake.

Procedure . A research survey of educational evaluation and follow-up

techniques comprise the first section of this report. These are followed by

a detailed eicauinationof the procedures and results of the questionnaires

and conclusions and recormendatior.s bacid on -he replies received.

Tne information obtained was gathered through the use of a questionnaire

sent to 188 graduates of Greensbur;-^ 1-li^h School frca the classes of 1960

through 1964. The replies were tabulated when the fora was returned. The

conclusions and recotmiancations are based on the answers given by those

graduates who cosplo'-ed and returned the questionnaire.

A SURVEY OF EDUCATIOIIAL EVALUATION

Evaluation is the process whereby the quality or value of anything is

determined

,

It is a necessary pari; of the program for any school. A periodic evalu-

ation of the entire school program should be carried out to see i- the school

is meeting its objectives. If it is not, an examination may show that ics

philosophy is out of date or thct it is not realistic. Perhaps » after the

evaluation, the school officials are satisfied that the objectivec are being

achieved, and they then d..-ide to leave the progrrjn as it is. This is t':-z

result of frequent evaluation. This process is a co.-.jtant process. Various

areas of the school progrc.i should be under continual obseirvation to see that

the needs, interests, and abilities of the students are being satisfactorily

provided for.

02xc.cs 11, Bradfield r.nd II, Stewart lioredock. Measurement and Evaluation
in Education, p. 190,



The laajor purposes of educational evaluation are

(1) to check the effectiveness of the schools

(2) to validate hypotheses on v/hich the schools are operating

(3) to provide infonaation for curriculum revision and for

guidance services dcvelopcent

(4) to increase the psydiological security of staff menbers

by letting them appraise the results of their efforts

(5) to provide dcta upon which can bi built a sound progran

of public information and public relations, •'

Before an adequate job of cveluation can be atuer-ipted, there raust be

clarification and agreement on vj;iat the school to be evaluated has as its

objectives. Objectives xs.c:y be determined by an analysis of the experiences

given under the supervision of the school, and then these objectives can be

put into a statesient of policy. Another v/ay to arrive at objectives is through

professional and lay committees meeting togciher to arrive at agreement on the

2
purposes of the school.

There are many statements of objectives that can be used by schools in

drav7ing up a philoscphi'^ Sxaraples are the Seven Cardinal P-inclples, the

statement of the Educational Policies Gommicsion, cr the "Ten Imperative Needs

of Junior High School Youth" as developed by the California committee, lla-jever,

a statement of c;;-ectives designed by the staff for a particular school is

likely to be mora meaningful. The previously ncntioned statements can be used

as guidelines if desired.

Once a general statement has been agreed upon, the next step is to

establish criteria to be used as evidence relating to the objectives. These

^ Raymond K, Eatch and Buford Stefflre, Administration of Guidance
Services , p, 254,

^ Ibid ., p. 255.
^ William T, Gruhn and Harl R. Douglass, T'-.e. I-rodem Junior Hlr-"h School ,

p. 25,



criteria must ba defined in terns that are measurable or they are worthless.

Having established the criteria,^ vrays oust then be found to taeasurc them.

This can be done by using existing tests or materials, or by having the staff

construct appropriate and suitable devices. Interpretation of the data so as

to bring forth educational meanings that will make possible useful changes in

the school will precede the final step of either making seme changes or leaving

the program as it is now.

Six characteristics of an adequate evaluation are:

(1) Evaluation should be cc~prehensive and not yield to the temptation
to ignore areas where test construction has not supplied completely
defensible scientific instrurrientSt,

(2) Evaluation should be focused on changes In the individual's total

behavior. The physical child cannot be separated from the
intellectual child, the social child, and the err.otional child,

(3) Evaluation should result in organised findings that vjill furnish
the greatest amount of meaning to the public, the students, and

the staff. Only in this way can they be in a position to make
the judguants about the school that they need to make,

(4) i'in evaluation program is continuouc; it cannot be "done" and
forgotten. T::iq. clme to st,;.rt anothc-- step in evaluation is when
you have ccmplet-d the last one, or possibly a little before,

(5) Evaluation is related to local curriculum developments. As a
result of evaluation, decisions can be made on the value of
educational experiences and provision made for needed changes,

(6) I2valuation should involve the v;idest possible staff participation
lest there be a feeling that "evaluation" is something "they" do
with no relation to mco

Wrightstone, Justman, and Robbins state that the characteristics to be

used for appraising the adequacy of a pr':-;r:. i of evaluation in the modern

school may ba embodied in the four questions which follow:

(1) Is the design of the evaluation program comprehensive, so that it
includes not only abilities, skills, and understandings, tut also
the less tangible objectives of learning and instruction?

^ 3id., pp, 250-25S



(2) Are changes in the behavior of the individual the basis for

evaluating his grov7th and development, since the total behavior

of the individual—mental, physical, emotional, and social

—

should be the concern of the teacher and supervisor in every

situation?

(3) Are the results of the evaluation orgnnized into a meaningful

interpretation so that a portrait of the individual's grmrth

and development and the interrelationships of such groiTth

beco2iC evident?

(4) Is the evaluation prcgrrin continuous and interrelated VTith

curriculum development?"

This paper V7ill deal with one phase of th^ evaluation process and that is

a follcwT-up study of graduiites whose opinions and feelings can be used as one

of the factors in the entire evaluative procit-s. To do this, it is necessary

to examine the role of follovr-up studies i:. the process of educational

evaluation.

THS FOLLOW-UP SERVICE
.

.'

The follow-up and evaluation service is a research service for the total

school program. It is the s-rvice which concerns itself with the successes,

failures, attitudes, and opinions of former students. As a general rule, it

is applied to these students who have left the school either by graduation

or temina-ion prior to the completion of their work. It need not be confined

to this narrow concept,^ for it may be thought of as any organized effort to

ascertain similar information from former students of a given grade or school

while they are still enrolled in the school systcHc Regardless of the point

or grade at which the information is to be co__ ____:., it provides the school

vjith that information which makes the educaticr. -.1 offering more meaningful

UajT.e Wrightstone, Joseph Justman, and Irving Robbins, Svaluation in
Modern Education, pp. 21-24.



for present and future students. For the purpose of this paper, only the

graduates of the classes of 1960 through 1964 of Greensburg High School v:ere

the subjects of this folloxj-up study. A follow-up survey is probably the best

way for a school to find out whether it has helped or hindered its pupils in

its atter:.pt to evaluate the school program*

Various purposes for conducting follo\-.'-up studies have been suggested by

nany different authorities in the field. Most of the suggestions are quite

sitailar if the kind of infonaation sought is used as a basis for improving

the curriculum and techniques of instru'-tion^, Traxler gives three main pur-

poses for follow-up studies, First, there is the altruistic desire to help

the individual student v.dth problems of vcco-tional, educational, and social

adjustment after he goes froa the school ::.nd xrhile he is --^etting hiiaself

established elsewhere. As a i-ule, more c._icntion is given \;o vocational

adjustment than to the other types, although noL. infrequently adjustment to

a vocation depends in part upon the successful resolution of personal factors

in the individual's make-up,

A second purpose of follov7-up studies is to gather data for use in

evaluating the instructional and guidance prograns of the local school. The

chief criterion of the value cf a guidance program is ics influence on the

postschool lives of the inr.i-iduals v7ho have received the counseling services.

The administration of a school can have no clear idea of the worth of its

guidance progrr^n, or the mistakes that are being made, or the phases x^7hich

should be stressed more, or those which should be changed, unless data are

available concerning outcoir.es, that is, concerning v.-hat is happening to the

1

Raymond K, Hatch, Paul L^ Dressel, and James U, Gostar, Guidance
Services in the Secondary School, pp. 149-150.



product of the school

.

A third purpose of follow-up studies of school leavers is to gather

information of general interest concerning those vrho have left. Such studies

are intended to help all social agencies, including schools, deal '..'ith the

problems of youth nore intelligently. The majority of the comprehensive

folloxj-up studies reported thus far belong in this category.

The great need at present is for ti.^ careful planning of continuous

follow-up studies to be carried on by local school systems to serve the first

and second purposes mentioned.

Examples of the various kinds of Ir.fonnation which can be expected from

folicw-up studies are listed here:

(1) --reasons given by drop-cuts for leaving school prior t:)

graduation,

(2) Suggestions off ^red oj drop-outs as to ways of increasing
the school's holding povjer,

(3) Kinds of problens faced by foriier students and the grade
level at which these probleas arose.

(4) Present locations of forcer students tvith emphasis on
both residence and ernploj'^ent,

(5) Types of training taken by former students after they
left the secondary school,

(6) Changes which ijhouid be made in the curriailua to bring
about niaxiniv.r.i benefit for today's student,

(7) Additions and ^-Lo.tions needed in the cocurricular activites.

(3) ICLnds of probieas faced by students when they first left
school and suggestions for overcoming the problems,

(9) Wealoiesscs in present school and consunity relationships
and suggestions for improveaent.

Arthur E. Traxler, Technicues of Guidance, p. 289,



(10) Vocational data v?hich can be used to describe local

ecip ioyaent conditions.

In addition to these, Traxler states that in follov.'-up studies of graduate:

and other school leavers, the follo^>a.ng types of infomation have been found

useful in counseling prograns:

(1) Occupational distribution of school leavers

(2) Occupations in which employaient is increasing

(5) Occupations in t.'hich enploynent is decreasing

(4) Tius elapsed between school leaving and eEiplo3naent

(5) Success of grciuctes and nongraduates in etaplo3nsent

(6) E:ctent to which former students are engaged in the

vocations they had in aind in school

(7) Degree to which vocational training pursued in school

carries over into life

(3) Influence of such factors as age, sex, intelligence,

health, school achicvercent , hosie background, and

marital s-_arus on occupational adjustment

(9) Earnings of school leavers in various occupations

(10) Extent to ^.v.ich graduates are engaged in further study

(11) Occupational conditions which have hindered progress

(12) Success of graduates in higher institutions

(13) Factors that influence the migration of young people

(14) 'Jays in vrhich students feel that their school training
has been Eost beneficial

(15) Ways in which the school has failed to meet
educational cr vocational needs,

^

This type of research program shows the kinds of placement in jobs and

in further schooling that have been achieved by the people who have left that

Hatch, Dressel, and Costar, o^. cit ., p. 150.
^ Tra:cler, o£, cit ., p. 290.



school. Tiiis in turn indicates possible revisions of the curricular or

counseling program of the school. * ..•

Once it has been established that a follot-r-up study is to be undertaken,

there are several logical steps that can be followed to make the task less

arduous and more efficient.

The first step in the cevclopnient of a follow-up study is the identifi-

cation of staff to give the v.'ork interested and qualified leadership. The

priaary characteristic in selecting the participants should be interest in

doing the v7ork.^ A follCw-up co-.;.-i.ttee nay be the best method of staffing

the service. The coni-iittee approach provides a core group to carry on the

service in the event one or nore individuals terminate their sc--^/ices. In

this conteici: the ^.ersonnel specialist is the consulting raeniber, with the

2
chairaanship being assuraed by other members of the group. This aethod was

not used on this report, as there was only one person directly involved, but

several other staff neubers were indirectly involved.

The second sr-cp in the development of the follow-up study is to determine

the sample to be studied c.r.d the methods to be used. The initial study usually

sets a pattern v-uich is foilov.'ed for a number of years, Tiius it is quite

important to plan an a:;\:ended program so that it \jill become a continuous ser-

vice. If the study is to include a wide breadth of valid infonaation, both

graduates cad drop-outs should be surveyed. This study should also reflect

both the opinions of students v7ho are recent graduates and those who have had

considerable eiq)eri£nce after school. Contacting individuals who have been

out of school one, five, and ten years should reveal both kinds of information.

^ Hatch, Dressel, and Costar, 0£, cit , p. 151,
2 Hatch and Stefflre, op. cit ., p. 227.
2 Hatch, Dressel, and Costar, op. cit ., p. 152.
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This study does not include the opinions of drop-outs. The nximbcr of drop-outs

froa Grecnsburg ili^h School during the period encompassed by the study totals

fourteen. Of these, si:c students left school to get married, the addresses of

five could not be located, and it vxas felt that the opinions of the other

three students would make little difference in the results. Concentrating on

these drop-outs alone could be done as a separate project if the school should

desire to do so. The opinioas included in this report are those of students

v7ho have been out of school frc. one through five years since it deals with

the graduates of the clas .:-..; of 1960 through 1964.

The tjrpical folio-.;-..:: technique employs one or more of the following

techniques: interview, postcard survey, or questionnaire. Each approach

has certain advantages and disadvantages. The questionnaire is the method

which requires the least time, but the interviev; method usually results in

more valid responses. The combination method of a detailed questionnaire

sent to the entire group and a structured intervievz vjith a selected sample

seems to be most satisfactory, if enough intcrviev/ers arc available to carry

out the procedure. However, a detailed questionnaire vTith an appropriate

introduction xri.ll usually be quite satisfactory. It. must be recognized, hov7ever,

that certain individuals are less prone to return questionnaires. Many of those

who feel that they have done poorly in life, have certain resentments toward

the school, or have b'in drop-outs may not report by the questionnaire method.

Host schools that have a continuous follon-j-up service use the postcard survey

and the students are made aware of this v;hile still in school and are more

likely to return a postcard, A further study of the techniques will be made

~ Hatch and Stefflre, od. crt. , p. 227.
2 Hatch, Dressal, and Gostar, o^. cit ., p. 152,
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later in this report when reasons are discussed for choosing particular

techniques

,

The fourth step in the devclopnent of the follov7-up prograra is the con-

pilation of addresses of fomer students. There does not seen to he an entirely

effective viay to accomplish this step. Various nethods are used to keep the

nailing lists up to date. Many suggestions have been offered to make this

task easier, and sone of these suggestions follow:

(1) Cooperate with the aluami association in the naintfenance
"-

of a dual file,

(2) Sponsor a contest for students currently enrolled and

award prizes to -he class or club submitting the greatest

nvsnber of up-tc-clatc alumni addresses,

(5) Hold meetings uith the graduating class and exit interviews

with drop-outs to e:q?lain the purpose and value of the

follow-up information.

(4) Contact local direct-nail advertising agencies for the

loan of mailing lists.

(5) Ask each member of the junior class to keep in touch with
one member of the senior class for one year after he

graduates.

(6) Send Christmas or birthday cards to graduates and drop-outs
each year v;ith a reminder for them to notify you of any
changes in addresses,

(7) Use the last address given by the student before leaving
school. This is quite satisfactory for the recent school
drop-out or graduate, but quite ineffective for those

out of school from five to ten years.

For -he most accurate and dependable results in a school like Greensburg

High School, it is bes-j co contact a brother or sister who is still in school

or the parents of the persoa who is to be followed-up. This leaves little to

chance and the possibility of an incorrect address is very slight.

•^ Ibid., p. 153,
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The fifth and last step in implenenting the follow-up study is that of

tabulating and utilizing the results. A sumaaty report of the findings should

be prepared. The report should be distributed and discussed by several dif-

ferent groups. Every effort should be ciade to see that the results of the

research are brought to the attention of all interested individuals if the

full impact of the stuc^'' is -co bi uziliiiod.

The popularity of the follow-up technique nay sometincs obscure its

limitations. The judgraents of Cornier students regarding the school prograiti,

although interesting and valui.bxe, should be balanced by the judgment of pro-

fessional educators and by other citizens in the school district. The opinion

of former students, by itself, is not a sufficient basis from which to make

program revisions.

A second limitation comes from the nature of questionnaires. Often these

forms are long, dull, or limited and discourage the student to answer them.

A final limitation is inherent in the methodology of follov7-up studies.

In many follov;-up studies, there is only about a 50 per cent return. There is

evidence that those who return questionnaires of this tj'pe differ in important

respects from those x/no do not. It should not be concluded then that the

2
returns received represent the opinion of all the foriiier students,

Tliis study of graduates of Greensburg High School is not a part of an

organized program of evaluation of either the curriculum or guidance services

of the school. It is an independent study, but the results will be available

to an^'one v.'ho may care to see them. Copies of this report have been requested

by the counselor, the principal, and the superintendent of the Greensburg

Public Schools for their use.

Xbid » , p. 156.
^ Hatch and Stefflre, _op. cit ,, p, 284.
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Several confercnces: were held with the above ischool officials to determine

the scope of the study. b'ince no formal follow-up of graduates and other

school-leavers ha.s ever been nade. at least within the past twenty years. it

was decided that as nuch usable inforraation as possible should be obtained

froM the group to be studied. Kowever, the study could also lose its effec-

tiveness by aalcing it so long that the inforsaation gathered vjould be of little

value afterwards since there would be a great deal of clerical work involved

in sifting through the results and compiling the data. Several possible topics

for future and nore detailed projects have been suggested froia the information

given by those who cooperated in this repcrt.

The school officials fcrlt that the type of infonnatioa that would be

most helpful to them would concern the prese.it location of the graduate, his

present vocational or cci^cational standing, the degree of help the student

feels he has received frcu the subjects he studied in high school, the amount

of help he feels he received from the school in various areas, and how he feels

the school in general, c- .". the guidance services in particular, sight have been

more helpful to hira. Other questions were added by this writer, with suggestions

from the school's guidance counselor, for possible use in a later study of the

same group of people.

An educational evaluation program is being planned for the Greensburg

schools. Useful material gathered in this study may become a part of that

program. If a follow-up study is to be beneficial, it must obtain information

that can be helpful when the results are tabulated and reported. If this

study proves helpful to the present and future students of the Greensburg

schools, it will have accomplished its purpose.
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A SURVEY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE TECHNIQUE

Once it had been decided to follow-up the graduates, it was then necessary

to decide what method v/ould be nost feasible for obtaining the desired informa-

tion and to prepare the forms. iJince so many of the graduates are now in

places other than Greensburg, either workin;:i or continuing their education, it

was felt that the best way to reach the former students would be through a

questionnaire .and an acconpanying cover letter and a postcard reminder, if

one vjere needed, a few weeks later.

The covering letter, or letter of transuittal, for a questionnaire should

be developed to solicit the cooperation of individuals in providing the informa-

tion requested. The purpose of the study should be stated frankly and concisely

to allay suspicion on the part of the respondent concerning any hidden or

ulterior motives. It should reveal the nature of the study and why the respon-

dent's assistance ic needed. The best fom for the covering letter is the

personal letter, individually typed, and signed in ink. Frequently, the offer

to send copies of the sursrcy results to the participants will elicit their

participation, it slic^ild be r£:netabered, though, that this is expensive and not

always desircble. X- the offer is made, it is mandatory that the researcher

carry through viith his pro'iise at the end of the study. If he does not, many

of the cooperating respcudcnts may be prejudiced against further research

efforts using this technique. If anonymity is a vital factor in the responses,

it should be so stated. However, the researcher should not use this in an

attempt to get replies. It is recoromended that the respondents generally be

asked to sign their returns.

^ J. Francis Runnel, An Introduction to Research Procedures in Education ,

pp. 99-105,
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A copy of the cover letter used in this report can be found in Appendix B.

The first three paragraphs give an explanation of why this study is being con-

ducted and attempts to show why a study of this nature is important and v/hy the

graduate should take the tine to fill out and return the accompanying question-

naire. The next section of the covering letter e:r?lains how the questionnaire

is to be completed. The last part of the le-ter tells the graduate the people

who are going to be included in the study, the fact that the answers will be

kept in confidence, and reveals the inclusion of a stamped, self-addressed

envelope for ease in returning the material. Each cover letter was signed

in an attempt to add a personal feeling to e^ch one.

The impression of ;::any people is th:it a questionnaire is a very simple

instrument vrhich can be constructed quickly. Such individuals usually mimeo-

graph a list of questions, v/ith a space after each one where people can write

their responses. They give little thought to the many factors which make the

difference betv;Cicn a poor and a good questionnaire,

For practical purposes the individual who desires to construct a

questionnaire should observe the following points:

(1) Use the questionnaire technique when it is most appropriate. When

there is insufficient time to interview or to contact each person or group of

persons personally, the questionnaire may be a time-saver. The questionnaire

is feasible when it is not possible to reach each person directly by telephone,

or by personal visit. Questionnaires are appropriate also for securing data

which are not readily available or not conveniently assembled, A pencil-and-

paper technique such as the questionnaire is generally best suited for collecting

^ Wrightstone, Justman, and Robbins, op. cit ., p, 137.
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iapersonal or general data about the student. Many times the student hesitates

to record on paper certain "unpopular" data, personal or othenv'ise. However,

it should not be stated with absolute certainty that because a matter is very

personal, the interview rather than the questionnaire should be employed. It

nay be that some people, ashamed of speal;ing face to face about some matters,

are happier to record on paper what otherwise would be difficult to discuss.

If this is the case, the quest ionni-ire technique vjould be appropriate.

(2) Define general purposes end specific aims. One of the major x^eaknesses

in questionnaire construction is the lack of clearly stated purposes and aims.

Many individuals have a blind faith in that, somehow, pulling together the

answers to a number of questions will reveal valuable information. This is a

misplaced faith in the p;:-ocess of "what ccv.:e3 naturally.'-' Unless one formulates

clear purposes, the prcc^iss oZ cc/istructing questions for the questionnaire

becomes blind and inefficient. The purposes of the questionnaire become the

criteria for the inclusion or exclusion of any question.

One of the most important purposes for adaiinistering a questionnaire is

to gather data miich bear directly or indirectly on the educational process.

A second purpose is to secure either quantitative or qualitative data pertaining

to the achievement of student, teacher, class, or school objectives. A third

purpose in using a questionnaire is to secure data which will be pertinent to

planning the curriculum. .

(5) Co.-ii;trjct appropriate questions. Since the main purpose of a

question is to secure from the respondent a valid and reliable answer, factors

which pronotc this goal should be carefully observed, A question which is

not clear to the reader is unlikely to yield a proper response, A clear

question is one whose (a) vocabulary is understandable, (b) phrasing is simple
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and straightforward, (c) terns are unequivocal, and (d) print is readable.

In the second place, a question aay not be valid in a questionnaire when

it is double- or triple-barreled, that is. when too aany items are included

within a single question.

A third weakness in constructing questions is that of confining the respon-

dent to a choice ^.hich does not describe his position.

A fourth weal^.ess is to include too tnany questions. A few well-constructed,

izoportant questions are superior to a large number of unimportant questions,

mere is always a temptation on the part of the person constructing a series

of questions to include nar.y "interesting" questions because there is space

available. However, interest and willingness to answe ..re nore important

than length in determining the nuaber of replies which will be received to a

questionnaire.

A fifth major weakness in question construction is the failure to consider

how the item will be tabulated, inien one knows or has decided how the data

to any given question .n.11 be tabulated, the question can be fashioned accord-

ingly. Questions t;hould be clearly stated, simply constructed, worded to

encourage valid free responses, selective as to importance and relevance to

the purposes, and written to' facilitate tabulation and presentation of findings.

(4) Arrange questions in appropriate groupings. There are three main

reasons fcr grouping questions dealing with the same points or areas. When

a respondent directs his attention to any question, he is mindful of factors

relating to that question. Consequently, so long as one has a "mind-set"

toward a particular group of facts, it would be in the interest of efficiency

to group similar itenis. A second reason for grouping items is to make the

tabulation more systematic and interpretation of the question simpler.
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Finally, keeping si-^lar itens together permits one to see uore readily whether

any important points or questions are being emitted or v.hether unimportant

questions have been retained,

(5) Design the fonaat with appeal. The design of the questionnaire is

an iaoortant consideration .rhich often tends to be neglected by the researcher

because he is so concerned with the quescions and thair answers. Poor design

creates attitudes in the responder.t which militate against the collection of

valid and reliable data. A vell-printec, vell-spaced, and attractive-looking

questionnaire encourages tl.c respondent to answer questions fully and «ith

interest.

(6) Check the questionnaire for adequacy. Since most human beings,

including teachers and research investigators, are liable to rualce serious or

simple raistalces, it is always advisable, before ninieographing or printing,

to check the questionnaire for adequacy. Spelling, graiiiEiatical
,
and

typographical errors should be eliminated. It is also advisable to have other

interested persons veac the questionnaire and to raise questions when they do

1

not understand the vocabulary or the meaning of various questions.

The type cf iuem to be used in the questionnaire is determined by the

arrangement of words and phrases in composing it, by the respondents in answer-

ing it. and by the provision made for recording and tabulating the response.

A major consideration in planning the types of items in the questionnaire

is the degree of objectivity necessary or desirable in tabulating the responses.

All item for::.3 may be divided into two main classes: (1) itec^ to which the

respondent supplies the words, numbers, or other symbols which constitute

^ Ibid., pp. 137-147.
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the responses, and (2) items to which the respondent selects responses fron

among those presented vith the iteras. The major forms of items may be classi-

fied as the free-response, open-end. or short answer, which represent the

supply type; and the yes-no. true-false, or multiple-choice, which represent

the selection type.

The free-response, open-end. or short-answer form is characterized by

the presence of a blank on which the respondent writes the information called

for by the directions. It may provide a verbal picture of how the respondent

feels about a topic, what it means to him. and the background of his answer.

It is also useful for obtaining information that night require a large number

of categories. However, this form is often difficult to tabulate and sum-

marize due to a variety of different answers that may be given by respondents.

It is nearly impossible to phrase free-response questions on certain essential

topics so that the same responses will be made by all those f rou whom infor-

mation is solicited. In addition, a respondent may. at the time of answering

the questionnaire, inadvertently overlook many things that he would have re-

ported if he had thought of them at the time or had been reminded of them.

As creditable responses to a test multiply, the scoring key becomes more

cumbersome, the scoring procedure more time-consuming, and the obtained scores

less reli-aJlc."

The yes-no, right-wrong, or true-false form consists of a statement to be

answered categorically as yes or no. right or wrong, or to be judged to true

or false. It is essentially a form in which only one of the possible alternates

^ Rurracl, op. cit . , pp. 83-89,

2 Ibid., p. 89.
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is explicitly stated. To neet the standards of objectivity, a statenant must

be so precise in meaning and so universal in application that it requires no

additional qualifications and adaits of no possible exceptions. This re-

quirement tends to limit the applicability and validity of iteas of this type

since many responses cannot be answered truthfully as being entirely "black or

white," but must be described in souc. shade of gray.

The nultiple-choice form consists of an introductory question and two or

more suggested ansv:ers. It has less of the wealraesses of the preceding fortas

and is adaptable to a wide variety of questions. In this form a respondent

merely checks the answers chat apply to hici. 3oE^etiEles it is desirable to

provide a blank space for the respondent to write in a response to a question

2
if none of the suggcs-ed ansv^ers applies to his situation.

Another t^-pe of itea that is often included is the rating scale.

Generally, this device is used for obGervational purposes, to record an ob-

servation aado. by a teacher about a student *s behavior or attitude. Hwevcr,

it is also appropriate for a. follow-up questionnaire because it is a way of

recording judguents or opinions in a aeasurable manner. Curriculum evaluation

and teacher competence are other areas where the rating scale is widely used.

Tae. number of intervals on the rating scale is indeterainate. The usual

number of intervals is five, but there is no rational justification for this

number. Rating scales with more than ten units are unusual, and a two-unit

scale is, of course, the bottom limit. The principle to be followed in de-

signing a rating scale is that the number of scale intervals should approxi-

mate the number of clearly discernible differences in the dimension being

^ Ibid., p. 90.
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appraised. For measurement taslcs that require great precision a greater number

of scale units may be necessary. For tasks requiring less precision, fewer

intervals are penuissable. It nust be reaenbered that each point on the scale

should be distinct and that each dimension to be rated should be free from

overlap.

All authors on the subject of rating scales warn the reader of the so-

called "halo" effect, or the tendency to rate things consistently high or con-

sistently low. On a questionnaire such as the one used in this study, one

possible way of lowering the probability of this phenonencn is to arrange the

rating scales so that they do not all follow each other, if this is feasible.

This will nor elirainate the "halo" effect entirely, but perhaps it vri.ll make

it less noticeable v-o the respondent.

Some exanoles of the rating scales are the numerical rating scale, where

descriptive phrases of a trait :r.ay be judged according to a n;^.ber of steps of

units; a graphic rating scale, which consists of a line on which the rater

indicates by a check laark the- point most nearly representing his rating; and

the descriptive rating scale, which usually presents a number of phrases

descriptive of varying degrees of a trait or characteristic and the rater

2
checks the appropriate or.e.

In using the questionnaire method of research, direct personal contact

is not possible in helping to establish rapport with the respondents. The

researcher needs the cooperation of the group, and in this technique it can be

handled only through correspondence. The length of the form and the anount of

tiue that will be needed to complete it are important. The questionnaire

•' ;iradfleld and Morecock, op. cit ., pp. 58-59.

^ Rurniaei, op. cit., pp. 22S-229.
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should be devised in such a form that no more tirae than is absolutely necessary

vjill be needed for the respondent to complete it,
.

To help establish rapport with the respondent three types of itenis may

be included at the beginning of the questionnaire and for the following purposes:

(1) To get the respondent's raind on the topic. This is sort of a

"warm-up" type of itea pertaining to sotue aspect of the problem that should be

entirely neutral with respect to the recocndent's e-iotions. This type of itera

is usually cast in the open-enc forra, but it is not frequently used,

(2) To allow the respondent to "let off steaa." In sone cases it may

be desirable to include it^nis stated in such a manner tha^ the respondent can

e:-q?ress personal feelings about a topic so that he might then be in a better

mood to provide the l.-.foraation sought by the rest of the questionnaire.

There is some cuection as to whether or not this technique is satisfactory,

ho;-7ever, and v:hether the technique might not create additional emotional

reactions that might invalidate the entire questionnaire,

(5) To avoid the respondent's opinion that the questionnaire is not ade-

quate. As a rule it is not desirable to ask a respondent for information that

can be obtained elsewhere with co":plete accuracy. Hotjever, in some instances,

a few questions may be included even though the ansv7ers are already knovm by

the researcher or are available elsewhere because they "logically" belong to

the composite of items for which infortnation is sought. They are included

only for the purpose of eliciting responses to thi entire questionnaire.

If the respondent holds a grudge against the school or a teacher and has a

chance to "get it off his chest" early in the questionnaire, or if the questions

at the beginning of the questionnaire do not require a great deal of hard

Ibid., p. 93

<
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thinking, the returns should be aiore favorable.

AS a general r-ale, a questionnaire should be short enough not to be re-

jected coupletely or to take too nuch ti..e of the respondent, but it should be

long enough to include all the infortnation essential to the study. A short

questionnaire usually stands a better chance of being answered than a long

one. Hovever. if it see^.s necessary to have a long' questionnaire to secure

adequate inforuation u?on which to base valid conclusions, it should be

developed to the length needed even though the .percentage of returr.s is apt

to be s:P.all. A s.^all percentage of returns can be offset by sending the

questionnaire out to a larger sa:^le representative of the population being

studied. The length of the questionnaire is dependent entirely upon the ex-

tensiveness of the data required in the solution of a problem and slaould not

be controlled by the e:<:pected num.ber or percentage of returns. lto;ever, it

is possible to make a long questionnaire appear shorter by the way in which

it is reproduced. Type^.rritten or aineographed questionnaires appear much

longer than printed ones. Very attractive instrur.er.ts can be printed in small

type so that each page of the questionnaire as printed would include the same

aiuount of ip.aterial as three or four pages in typewritten for:a. In some cases

it is desirable to group the iteir.s into several sections and begin numbering

them in each section starting witu number one. In this way the last item on

1

the page v;ill not have a large numoer.

The nature of the research problem determines the kind of sampling pro-

cedure to use and to whom the questionnaire should be sent. It is necessary

to be assured that the respondents are in a good position to provide the data

^ Ibid., p. 107.
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required and are free to respond.
" ^en with t'ais precaution, there are often

serious sarr-ple losses due to failure to receive replies froa all to vhou ques-

tionnaires are sent. Son.e losses occur because the respondents are ten^porarily

away from their nailing address, b^ave tnoved to an unl:no.^ location, or are de-

ceased. Other losses occur tlirough negligence or the refusal to respond. In

studies involving controversial issues it has been found that there is a ten-

dency for more of the strongly interested individuals to respond than of the

. indifferent persons. In other types of studies, the uore competent persons

are raore lilcely to bo the ones ucking returns than the less conpetent. It is

also easy to believe that soue of the busiest individuals are apt to consign

, ^ i
questionnaires to a was-cebasxeu.

The researcher should strive for a high percentage of returns of whatever

size sa:.ple he uses. He should not be content with fragmentary returns, but

^ •i,,-^, "o4-„ri^ iw i-rorovir- his ouestions. his follow-
should atteEipt to increase his returns Dy i..v^ov^n^ u^=> l,

up procedures, and his sponsorship. It is desirable to get 90 to iOO per cent

returns to be assured of good representation of the group sampled. Conclusions

based upon siaall percentages of returns are often suspected of bias, although

• T „ T'= f-'n/v camnVIncr is vjsll dcnc, that is, if it IS
this is not necessarily so. I^ tae sampixng i- \-vix ^<-.t ,

representative of the individuals in the population, the percentage of returns

is not particularly .meaningful in itself. The inost iraportant factor in the

analysis of data is to have an adequate nuraber of representative returns rather

than any given percentage of the number of questionnaires originally distributed.^

Ibid., p. ICS.
2 Ibid., pp. 108-109,
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AN AtJALYSIS OF TliE QUESTIONNAIRE

By usinf^ the above suggestions and recormendations as a uiodel. the ques-

tionnaire used to gather infomxation for this study vill be compared with the

"ideal" questionnaire as outlined by the authors cited previously.

It was noted earlier that the questionnaire technique should be used only

when it is the nost appropriate f orcr. and uhen the interview method may not be

feasible. In this study, the questionnaire technique was both appropriate and

necessary. This study er.cor^passes a group of high school graduates who have

been out of school for a period of frca one to five years. The only possible

way to reach every graduate in that time was through correspondence, because

many of these peopla a;.ve now left Greensburg to work or co attend school.

Tlae opinions and feelings of all these students were desired, and only through

"the questionnaire technique was there the possibility of obtaining the desired

inforaation.

The specific ai:ns and purposes cf this questionnaire were to obtain

measurable data from the former students which, when tabulated and evaluated,

can be used in helping to determine how well the objectives of Greensburg High

School are being nat and can be used in future curriculum planning. The re-

plies of these graduates will not be the sole determining factors in curri-

culum plaiming, for instance, but they will be included in any evaluation

undertaken by the school in this area.

Probably the uiost important part of any questionnaire are the questions

used to obtain answers from the respondents. The researcher must be sure that

each question is clear in what it asks in order to avoid confusion on the part

of the respondent. Vocabulary, grammar, and print are the important points to
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b3 reraetnbered when preparing the questions. In the questionnaire used for

this study, sc:.e confusion was evident in the replies received on questions

9, 10, 11, and 12 in Part A. A change in the rating scale asked for in question

9 vould have helped eliminate so.e of the confusion that arose. Several respon-

dents rated the classes they took according to the scale, but also added a "0"

to the classes they did not take rather than using the "0-' to signify that they

vere -.ndecided or had no opinion as called for in the scale. Perhaps a n.ore

precise scale would have called for the following rating:

•
_ 5 = very helpful

4 = helpful
3 = little help

2 = no help
1 = did not take the class

= undecided

By doing this, each subject Listed would call for a reply of sone sort and

perhaps more thought would have been given before the respondent chose a

rating for a particular subject. Also, in research v:ork calling for the use of

a rating sc:.le, the scale to be used by the respondent should be printed in

the nanner shown above rather than on the saue line on the paper. This would

nake the scale clearer and easier to read for i:he respondent.
.

The confusion that arose on questions 10 and 11 of Part A are the result

of bad wording. Several people listed classes under nu^er ten which were not

offered when the respondent was in school, and then listed the s^^.e subjects

under question eleven, their proper place. Then the students went back to

question ten and anawered iz correctly. This is known to be true in several

instances as a result of interviews with respondents after the questionnaire

had been returned. The writer feels that the addition of the words "which were

not offered when you attended Greensburg High School" between the words

"subjects" and "which" would have eliminated the problem of having to answer
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question nuraber ten tvjice. and speeded up the process of answering the ques-

tionnairfc.

Questions twelve and thirteen in ;Part A, like question nine. need to have

a revised rating scale similar to the one reconiuended for question nine. There

was less abuse of the "0" in these two q-uestions, but a consistent scale makes

for a better questionnaire and more ease in ansx^ering. A recomnended scale

for question tvjelve is:

5 = great deal of help

4 = considerable help

3 = souis help
2 = little help

1 = no help
= undecided or not sure

A recommended scale for question thirteen is:

5 = high value
4 = considerable value

3 = some value
2 = little value

1 = no value
= undecided or not certain

In both instances the scale would be listed as shovm here rather than succeeding

each other on the san-e line,

Ko apparenc difficulties with answering the questions on Parts B and G

were revealed i.i the returns. These questions are self-explanatory and the

respondents answered as expected. For further eicamination, the questionnaire

can be found in Appendix A of this report

„

The grouping of the questionnaire into three parts and the questions

within these groups is the nei:t point to be discussed. Part A of this ques-

tionnaire was to be answered by all the former students who received a copy.

It asks for general inforsiation concerning present address, satisfaction from

high school course in relation to interests, abilities, and needs, a rating of
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high school subjects and extra-class activities, a rating of help received

froa the school on certain problems, and an opportunity to list classes ;^hich

they wish they had taken but did not or were not offered. This infonr.atioa

was requested especially for use in an evaluation of the educational or acadeniic

prograra and the extra-class activities that are offered.

Part B was to be ccr.pleted by those students who are presently employed,

either part-time or full-tir^e. The' questions in this section deal with the job

title, salary, how the job was acquired, relationship of high school training

to present job, satisfaction, received frcn. the job, relationship of present

job to high school occupational plans, and any special problenis that raay have
.

been encountered on che job. The inforaation obtained froa this section will

give the school an idea cf where the students go to find eraploynent and an

insight into the labor market in its own tov^i.

The last part, or 2aru C, vjas to be completed by those graduates x^ho

undertook advanced training or formal education following high school graduation.

The respondent was to supply inforaation about the location of the school, type

cf training received, aviount of assistance received from school in meeting

entrance recuirenents, the reason for leaving school if such was the case, the

relationship of the present course of study to high school plans, and reason

or reasons for not follOvn.ng high school plans.

All respondents were given an opportunity to state any way or ways that

the high school guidance services could have been more helpful to them.

This writer feels that the three paris of the questionnaire and the

various questions included in each part are adequate and are in their most

appropriate position to prevent repetition of answers or confining a respondent

to a situation which does not fit hia.
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The types of itens used for the malce-up of this questionnaire include

multiple-choice iteas, free-response itoras, short-ansv;er items, and rating

scales. Examples of the free-response questions are found at the end of both

Parts B and C where the respondent had an opportunity to state how the guidance

services could have been more helpful to hitn. Tb.e short-answer item is

sirilar to the one found in Part B. question eight, where the graduate who is

now employed is asked to briefly describe any unusual or special problems he

encountered in his job.

The majority of questions used are of the i.ultiple-choice and rating scale

types. The nultiple-choice itcas are found in questions one, three, and seven

in Part B and in questions three and five of Part G. The respondent need only

check the appropria-.e answer fror. a list of answers given for him. Because

the opinions and feelings about school and subjects taken by the former students

are the main importance of the questionnaire, many rating scales are included.

mere are eight graphical rating scales and three numerical rating scales.

several so-called "waru-up" or easy to answer questions are used to start

the questionnaire, with the hope that by the tine the respondent finishes

answering these items, he will be far enough into the questionnaire that he

will not lay it aside until he has completed it. None of these questions was

intended to be offensive, but several respondents omitted question number

five in Part A dealing with the highest grade in school completed by the

parents. The question was included to get a possible comparison between the

education of the parents and the respondent and was not in any way meant to

embarrass the respondent.

In an apparent effort to "let off stea^' or get old grudges against the

school off their chests, several respondents substituted the word "school" in
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place of "guidance services" in the itea concerning how the C-idance services

could have been ..ore helpful. Sorae replies .ere high in praise while others

had bitter criticisin, .^ich was not the intention of the question. IVpical

e^anples of the replies will be included in the section of this paper showing

the tabulation of the results. of the study.

The uost valid criticise of this questionnaire is probably its length.

Four pages and a cover letter do not see. invi.ing, but the cover letter

e^lained to the receiver that he was not expected to answer the entire ques-

tionnaire. TO 3ustify i.s length, it is well to note again that this is the

first follow-up study carried ou. in the Greensburg schools and the infonnation

or lack of infor:.ation obtained in this study can serve as a guide as to what

should be included and what should be o^tted in future studies. It is anti-

cipated that follow-up studies will be carried out at one-, three-, ^d five-

year intervals, and lessons learned frcn this study can be utlized. starting

vjith shorter forr.:s for the respondent to fill out.

This is a picture of the questionnaire used for this stucy. It is not

perfect; it has several flaws. Yet it is also felt that the questionnaire was

adequate and perforraed its function in this study by obtaining the opinions and

feelings of the foraer students. The results and tabulations of the ques-

tionnaire are in the foilox^ing section of this paper.

PHILOSOPHY 0? EDUG-iTION

GHEEiSBURG PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The Boards of Education believe that public education is a responsibility

of the Ctate of Kansas and that it should exist under the a^ithority as granted

by the State of Kansas to the Coi^on School District Kuiiber One and Rural High

school District -.'-anber Four of Greensburg. As long as the Boards of Education
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do not violate State or Federal la^js in the operation of its schools, and does

abide by established laws and regulations as set up by the State of Kansas

and its duly appointed agencies, tlie Boards of Education feel that the

operation of the local schools should be the function of the local conciunity

through their duly elected Board of Education.

The Boards of Education believe that they are responsible to the people

and therefore should attempt to reflect the opinion of the coEnunity. However,

racmbcrs of the Boards of Education nust look to v.he future nore clearly than

is required of the average citizen. The result of many of the decisions and

actions of the Boards of Education will not be realized at once, but will set

the course of education for future years. The Boards of Education should

fearlessly support those educational philpsophies and procedures needed to

pronote an adequate educational prograni for this cofficiunity based upon the needs

of the pupil population.

To this end the public schools of Greensburg subscribe to these beliefs:

(1) Our schools are obligated to provide educational opportunities

for the naxitaua C'^ovith of all cliildren. This effort is continued

with each child as long as he can profit froa attendance and his

conduct is coapatible vjith the x^relfare of the group.

(2) Our schools nust provide children v/ith experiences iriiich

reinforce the democratic way of living,

(5) The educational program nust recognize that children differ

in abilities, capacities, and patterns of grotrth,

(4) Our schools should help satisfy the emotional needs of

children for love and affection, belonging, freedom

from achievement and guiding purposes

«

(5) A sound prograsi must provide opportunity for the follov/ing:

(a) To develop and maintain sound physical and mental
health,

(b) To achieve a growing command of the fundamental
learnings.
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(c) To establish an uviderstandinfj; of and belief in

oneself.

(d) To work easily and effectively with others.

(c) To understand and respect our detaocratic heritage,

(f) To develop the ability to use personal resources

wisely.

(g) To build a personal system of uoral standards and

spiritual values.

Ch) To grow in an awareness ar^d enjoyaent of things of

beauty.

(i) To develop whoicsone leisure tine interests.

(j) To grow increasingly in good jadgaent and

intelligent action.

(k) To develop an inner compulsion for lifelong learning.

CD To thoughtfully consider and plan for a career.

(6) Continuous evaluation of the school program is the respon-

sibility of all staff ne:Voers. Adjustments should be nade

on the basis of appraisals.^

It is aosuned that all persons connected with the school are working

tox7ard the accoaplishir^ent of the objectives stated in the philosophy. One way

to find out if the objectives are being net is with a follo-.T-up of students

who have passed under the influence of the school and who are now continuing

their edi-cation or have entered the labor force. Theiv feelings and opinions

can be a valuable asset in assessing the effectiveness of the school in

meeting its objectives <,

It was the purpose of this study, as stated earlier, to follow-up five

graduating classes and obtain their opinions on how well they were prepared,

through the efforts of the school, for whatever they may have undertaken since

^ Board of Education, Board Policies Handbook, pp. 32-B4,
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graduating fro^ Greensburg High School. The graduates wera encouraged to state

ways in vjhich they feel the school can improve upon present methods, course

offerings, and any other areas chey v.'ished to coaaent on. Tneir replies v.'ill

be used in future curriculuia and prograra evaluation in Greensburg. Tnis sec-

tion of the paper will give a background of the classes involved, a tabulation

of the responses supplied, and recomendations based on those replies.

PR0CSDUPJ2S AND RESULTS

Questionnaires x-Tcre sent to ISl graduates of Greensburg lligh School fron

the classes of 1960 through 1964. A total of 133 students graduated during

this tine; however, three graduates are deceased and the writer was not able to

obtain present addresses for fo-:r of the graduates because the families of these

people have since left Grccn-burg and no otl.ir relatives or friends were able

to give a correct or certain address. The total for each of the classes is

given below:

1960 - 36 Boys - 23 Girls - 13

1961 - 33 Boys - 17 Girls - 16

1962 - 40 Boys - 24 Girls - 16

1963 - 23 '^ Boys - 15 Girls - 15

1964 - 51 Boys - 27 Girls - 24

188 106 82

A total of 138 questionnaires were cov.X)leted and returned by the graduated,

representing a return of 77 per cent^ Two weeks follouing the initial sending

of the questionnaire, a postcard reminder was sent to the graduates who had

not yet coi:ipleted the foras and returned them. Then, following another two

week interval, second copies of the questionnaire were sent out to those who

had still not returned the questionnaire. By this tirae it was nearing the end

of the school year and it was obvious that all who were going to complete the

forms and return them had done so.
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Tiie investisator had been a faculty mecibar in Grcensburg for three years.

He was personally acquainted \7ith the nevubers of the classes of 19G5 and 1964.

The highest percentage of returns came frora these two classes. Tae classes

of 1960, 1961, and 1962 had been out of school when the writer cane to.

Greensburg and it is felt that this lack of acquaintance with the writer may

have influenced the returns frca the three classes mentioned. Perhaps the use

of the guidance counselor's narae oi"; the cover letter would have aided in ob-

taining recums from the classes of 1960, 1961, aad 1962.

So^.e graduates filled out the entire questionnaire because they are

working either part-ti.ie or full-tiuc while also attending school. Others

completed only Part A because they did net go on to college or trade school,

and they are not presently eiplcjed. The answers of all graduates who re-

. turned the questionnaire, regardless of hew uany sections they conpleted,

have been included in the results of the study.

This section of the report will present, through the use of tables, a

tabulation of the responses to the questionnaire. These tables vjill then

be follOT.'ed by observations and rccouitriendations for future use of the results.

Table I shows the highest grade in school completed by the parents of

the graduates. There were 121 replies given -or fathers and 125 replies for

mothers. The average nuiiber of years completed by the fathers is 11.52 years

of school; for the uiothers the average is 12,28 years., Ti\e. lowest grade

conpleted by a father was the fourth grade and the highest aaount of schooling

was tx,7enty years. For the mothers, the lowest grade was the fifth grade, and

the highest amount of school was si;:teen years.

It is iiupossible to draw a comparison between the education of the parents

and the children at this tii:\e because many of the children have not cotapleted



T^\BLE I

YEARS OF SCROCL CCIIPLETED BY PARENTS

OF GR2EK3BURG HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
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Years of Scaooling F.ithcrs Mothers

4 • ^
1

',. ^-:;- '5
'" 1

'
' 6 '

.

1 2

'

>
'"^

'

'

8 25
.
• 10

.9 3 2

10 5 2

ll' 6 4

12 58 62

13 2
t

9

14 7 15

15 1
' 4

16 6 12

17 ,,'

18 5

19

20 1

Total Reporting 121 123

Average Schooling 11.52 years 12.38 years
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their schooling yet. Rovjever, the children have already passed their fathers,

since the fathers' average is 11.52 years of scliool and the graduates are all

at least twelve years. A coaparison can be dra\m frou a later follow-up study

of the sane group vzhen they have completed their education. It can be seen

frora the table, however, that parents are urging their children to stay in

school at least until they have finished high school, and many parents arc

encouraging their children to continue their education in college or a trade

or business school.

Table II shows the tabulation of responses to the _]uestions, "To what

degree were you satisfied with your high school course in relation to yojr

interests, abilities, and necds?^' The^e were three separate questions on the

questionnaire, but the results of these three questions can be shov/n on one

table. Everyone who returned the questionnaire replied to these questions

giving a total of 138 replies. These x.'ere divided into two groups: the boys

who responded and the girls who responded. The degree of satisfaction for each

of these groups and the percentages for each reply are shox-m on the table.

Tlie fig-ures used in the percentages were rounded off to the nearest full

nuEber so that the percentage would add up to an even 100 per cent. Tlie table

shows that there is little difference between the replies of the boys and the

replies of the girls in the three areas involved in the question.

The information received froui Table III on page 39 will be most valuable

in the area of subject evaluation. The graduates were asked to rate each

subject they too.; in high school on a scale using "4." if the subject was very

helpful; "5" if the subject was helpful; "2" if the subject was of little

help; and "1" if the subject was of no help; and "0" if there was no opinion

about the subject or if the respondent was undecided as to the aJiount of help
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the subject had been.

Only a very few of the respondents used the "0" correctly. The great

mjority of the graduates used the "O" to signify that they had not taken the

subject rather than to show that they were uncertain as to the help or value

of the subject. Therefore, the "O" was not tabulated in the results in any

instance. It is felt that since so few of the graduates used the "0" correctly,

the results of this question vrould not be valid.

On the table, the coiur^m entitled "Yory Kel-pful" signifies that the

respondent gave the subject a ra^:ing of "4"; ^he coluun marked "Helpful"

signifies that the respondent gave the subject a rating of "3"; the ccluan

designated as "Little Kelp" signifies that the respondent gave the subject a

rating of "2"; and the colunn r^rked'as ^'l^o Help" sig-oifies that the respon-

dent gave the subject a rating of "1".

Tae final coiur^n of Table -III gives the average rating for each subject

based on the total number of responses for that subject. If a subject re-

ceived an average rating of froni 3.3 to 4 it is considered very helpful; if

it received a rating of frcra 2.5 to 3.2 it is considered to be helpful; if

it received an average rating of frca 1.7 to 2.4 it is considered to be of

little help; and if a subject received an average rating of 1.6 or below it is

considered to be of no help to the graduate.

This table can help to substantiate or refute that some subject areas

need further cvcluation, and the possibility arises that certain changes will

need to be uade in some subject areas.

Tnere are aany students v-ho wish that now, after having graduated, they

had taken soi^e subjects in high school which they did not study while attending

high school. Other students wish that certain subjects had been available to

them, but these subjects were not offered when they were high school students.



TABLE III

VALUE JUDGI-lEOTcJ 0? HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS EY GRADUATES

OF GREEN3BURG HIGH SCilOOL
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SUEJSGT
Very

Helpful
Helpful

Little
Help Help

Total
Average
Rating

English 66 49 11
7 129 Very Helpful

Algebra 34 48 27 14 123 Helpful

Typing 67 46 9 2 124 Very Helpful

History- 30 56 24 10 120 Helpful

Constitution 23 57 32 6 118 Helpful

Biology 12 53 33 9 112 Helpful

Phys. Ed. 29 41 • 20 17 107 Helpful

Geonetry 23 42 31 10 106 Helpful

Chorus 9 24 30 23 So Little Help

Bookkeeping 30 16 12
•

''^^'^- 66 Helpful

VJoodwork 13 19 . 19 14 65 Helpful

Spanish 7 11 22 25 65 Little Help

Speech 56 20 5 - 61 Very Helpful

Physics 17 26 11 5 59 . Helpful

Chciaistry 19 19 9 - 9 56 Helpful

Band 10 17 19 9 55 Helpful

Mech, Drawing ^ 9 16 12 11 48 Helpful

Uelding 10 10 4 6 50 Helpful

Journalise 10 10 5
.

3 28 Helpful

EconoTnics 5 10 8 4 27 Helpful

Business Lav: 4 7 4 3 18 Helpful

Trigonometry 8 3 5 - 16 Very Helpful
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All graduates '.^ho received the questionnaire vers Given the opportunity to list

any subjects which they nov; wish they had taken or any subjects which they ^vish

had been offered but were not.

Table IV shows the subjects that were listed in both of these areas and

the number of tiaes each one was listed by the graduates. It should be noted

that psychology and art, t.;o courses in high demand by the graduates, have

been added to the curriculura. Art has now bean offered for two years, and

psychology wais offered for the first time this past j^ear. Enrcllraent in both

subjects is high and it is a shcjie thar the two subjects were not offered

earlier for the benefit of the nany studenxzs who would have like to take theni.

German will be introduced this fall, anJ this will give the present students

a choice of two foreign languages.

Some students feel that the high school should be more like a college and

offer classes in accounting, geology, and politicsl science, to nane a few,

which just cannot be done adequately in a school the sis- of Greensburg.

In an attempt to see if the students feel that they are being helped

with personal problems and other general problems, a section was included to

find out how much the school is helping them in these areas and also to see if

the students are aware that help is available if they want it.

Again, a rating scale w?.s used by the respondents to designate the amount

of help they feel they ...:ive received frcn the school with the problems listed.

As was the case in the previous question using the rating scale, there was a

wide misuse of the "0" in the scale to designate no opinion or indecision on

the part of the respondent. In the tabulations for this section the "0" was

ctnitted entirely. Because of this, the results obtained here arc open to ques-

tion. The school is providing more help with soae problems than with others

as the table shews.
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TA3LS IV

SUBJECTS LISTED BY oTUDEivTS WHICH TilEY

UISII TliEY 1LA.D T/JCSN AIID

WISH HAD BEEN OFFERED

Wish Had Taken: Kunber of Wish Had Been Offered: IsUir.ber of
SUBJECT Responses SUBJECT Responses

Speech 25 Psychology . 40

Econociics 22 French 13

Chemistry 17 Calculus 11

Bookkeeping 16 German 10

Spanish 14 Art 9

I-Iath 14 Sociology 7 '

Business Lav? 11 Business Courses 7

Physics 8 Auto Mechanics and Shop 5

Shorthand 7 Latin 5

Typing 5 Agriculture 4

Journal ista 5 Political Science 3

World History 4 Russian 3

English IV 4 Principles of Accounting 2

Art
: 3 • Geology I

2 Sheet I-Ietal 1

1

Philosophy

Photography
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Table V shows the feelings of the students about the help they are re-

ceiving from the school in regard to a list of selected problems. The coluiun

headings used in this table are the same as the ones used for Table II. The

colunn marked "Great Anount of Help" signifies that the respondent, gave the

question a rating of "4"; a rating of "3" is sho\'.'n in the column headed "Some

Help"; a rating of "2" is shewn in the coluan titled "Little Help"; and a rating

of "1" is shovTn in the column titled "No Kelp,"

The final coluQn of Table V gives the average rating received by each

problea,' If a problea received an average rating o2 froni 3,5 to 4, it can be

said that the students received a great deal of help; if a problem received an

average rating of froa 2,5 to 3.2, it can be said that the student received

so:iie help; if a problem received an average rating of fro^ 1.7 to 2.4, it can

be said that the student received little help; and if a probietu received an

average rating of from 1 to 1,6, it can be said that the students feel that

they have received no halp with the problita,

None of the problems received an average rating of a great deal of help,

and no problea received a rating of no help. The area of work and working

conditions received lovj ratings and a rccoaaiendation regarding this vjill be

found in a later part of this paper. Another problem that received a low

rating frora the respondents wss in the area of solving personal probletas while

in school.

The highest nunerical average rating went to the probleci of planning for

education after high school. The graduates obviously feel that this is not

being neglected b3/ the school because it received a numerical rating of 3.1

based on the replies of the 127 students who responded to that particular ques-

tion. This is nainly a function of the guidance services at Greensburg and

speaks well for that department.



TABLE V

VALUE JUDGl-iElMTS OF FOK-IER STUDEIn^TS ABOUT xuE
Ai-IGUNT OF KELP RECEIVED FROM THE :3C1100L

ON TlilRTEE;:.' SELECTED PROBLEIIS
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PROBLEM!
Great Deal Some Little Ko
of Help Help Help Help Total Average

Planning for education
after liiffh school 50 49 22 127 Some

Selecting proper courses
while in school 27 45 41 3 121 Some

Solving personal problems
V/hile in school 28 41 43 H9 Little

Discovering cy own
interests and abilities 22 49 34 14 119 Some

Choosing a suitable
occupation to follow 29 44 27 13 118 Some

Getting along xrith

teachers and others 30 58 13 16 117 SoQC

Selecting extra-class
activities in school 23 48 38 115 Little

Giving me good work
habits V7hich have helped 18 35 51 27 111 Little

Providing ne ^dLth job
information and trends 27 31 51 20 , 109 Sone

Knovjing how to get along
with "boss" and fellow
V7orlcers 12 20 55 55 100 Little

f--LT rbout working

15 51 44 97 Little

Applying for a job iv: i.;i

occupation of interest 11 18 19 55 85 Little

Getting acquainted with
school as a new student 18 27 15 12 70 Some
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Extra-class or co-curricular activities are an important part of any school

program as Ions as they contribute to the achievement of the philosophy and ob-

jectives of the school, in too cany cases these organizations nerely provide

an opportunity for the students to "get out of class- rather than provide

learning situations which will be beneficial to both the student and the school.

A list of all the e:ctra-class activi-.les available to Greensburg High

school students was included in the questionnaire, and the graduates were

asked to rate each activity in which they participa.ee with regard to the value

they feel they have received froa each activity since leaving high school. As

in the other two iteus using numerical rating scales, the respondents gave an

activity a rating of "4- if they feel that it has been of 1-dgh value, a rating

of "5" if they feel that the activity has been of some value, a rating of "2"

if they feel that the activity has been of little value, a rating of "1" if

they feel that it has been of no value, and a rating of "0" if they are not

certain of the value received f rora the activity.

Secause of the very small number of graduates X7ho used the "0" this rating

has been onitted from the results. Table VI is an indication of the responses

given to this particular question. The colu'^a headings are identical to the

ones used in Tables III and V and have been e::plaincd earlier in this section.

Part li oi the questionnaire was coaoleted by those graduates who are pre-

sently employed. The results of some of the items included in this part will

follow.

Table VII on page 46 reveals how the student obtained liis present position

and the number of responses for each of the sources listed. A total of fiftj^-

six graduates completed Part B of the questionnaire. However, it will be noted

that on the table there are sixty-one responses to this question because a few

of the graduates listed more than one source. On the questionnaire the students



TABLE VI

VALUE JUDGl-EKTS 0? ECTRA-CLASS ACTIVITIES
BY GR.^UATES OF GREEMSBURG HIGH SCHOOL
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ACTIYirf
High
Value

Sone
Value

Little
Value

Ho
Value Total

Average
Rating

Music 34 31 10 6 81 Some

Hi-Y 8 30 15 8 61 Some

Athletics 37 18 j> 1 59 High

Y-Teens 13 28 13 2 56 Some

FEA 20 26 8 2 56 Some

Class Officer 15 30 10 - 55 Some

Student Council 20 17 11 - 48 Some

Pep Club li 16 13 6 46 Soae

Dramatics 14 23 1 42 Some

Lettermcn's Club 4 16 8 4 ,32 ?

,

Some

Nat'l, Honor Soc„ 4 12 6 2 24 Some

Boys' State 6 3 1 '- 10 High

Cheerleader 3 2 - - 5 High

Girls* State 3 1 - - 4 High
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TABLS VII

SOURCES FROM imiGH GRADUATES' PRESENT POSITIONS

USRS OBTAINED

SOURCE
NmSER OF RESPONSES PER CENT OF TOT/vL

Found it himself 13 30%

Friend or acquaintance 12 20%

Family or relative 10 16%

School officials 7 11%

Public employment agency 4 7%

Private c~;ployTaent as^ncy 3 • 5%

Service recruiter 3 5%

Eraplcyer asked student 3 5%

Newspaper
1 1%

Total 61 100%

___^ —
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had an opportunity to list otlier sources besides the ones listed and si:i stu-

dents did so; three of thera listed a service recruiter as the source of their

job and three others replied that the cmploj'-er asked the student to v.'ork. The

other sources sho\vnn on the table v?ere on the original form.

One of the nain purposes of this study is to deteraine if the graduates

are using their high school training, and if they are following the vocation

vhich they planned to follow v/hile in high school. Many graduates indicated

that they are holding part-time jobs while furthering their education, and

these jobs are not in their chosen field. Table VIII on page 48 gives a

breakda.'n of the relationship of the graduate's high school training and his

present job compared to the relationship of his high school occupational

plans and his present job.

Hoi-7 successful a person will be in a given position x^iil partially be

determined by the amount cf satisfaction gsined froa that position. Regardless

of whether the position is a part-tine position or a full-tine position or

whether it is temporary or pemanent, an individual needs satisfaction.

The respondents were ashed to indicate the anount of satisfaction ob-

tained from their prerent position, and Table IX reveals the results of that

question. Only one graduate of those v7ho replied stated that he receives no

satisfaction frora his job. Lighty-fivc par cent cf the boys and ninety-five

per cent of the girls receive at least some satisfaction from their jobs and

part of these jobs are only while the student is attending college or trade

school. Table IZC on page 49 gives a breakdovzn of the replies received.

Several students stated that they are not following their high school

occupational plans, and it is possible that the reasons for not follov;ing

these plans could be useful to the school. Possible assumptions are that the
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school is not making sufficiaat occupational inforu^ation available to the stu-

dents or that the students are nalcing unvi. ^ vocational choices that the school

can help the student avoid. In an effort v "ad out vhy students are not

following high school plans, respondents were d to indicate on a checlc-list

' or supply a reason or reasons of their own for :... following high school occupa-

tional plans. Table X on page 51 shows the reasons given by stuaents for not

following their high school occupational plans.

The final part of the questionnaire. Part C, was to be completed by those

graduates who undertook advanced training or fomal education follo..ing their

graduation fron high school-

one of the areas included within the guidance services i^ the information

service. One purpose of this service is to nake available all necessary infor-

caation concerning collage entrance requirements, scholarship opportunities,

trade or business school entrance requirenents , and all other material which

will assist the student in choosing a school to attend and in meeting the re-

quirements of the school.

The graduates who conipleted this section of the questionnaire were

asked to designate the amount of assistance received frota the high school in

planning to nieet college entrance requirements and opportunities. A biealcdoxm

of the replies to this question are shown in Table XX on page 52.

Once a high school graduate enters college or trade school does not

necessarily nean that he will coir.plete the course and receive a diploma.

Ilany times students have to drop out of school before completion, just as many

high school students leave school before they graduate. Several factors can

be responsible for a student having to leave school earlier than originally

planned.

Graduates who went on to school to further their education but who did not
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T:\BLE X

REASONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS FOR NOT -^OLLOWIKG

HIGH SCHOOL VOCATIONAL PI "S

Reason gxvcn

Change of vocational interest

Lack of proper training

Part-tiae job while attending sci^ool

Service i

Marriage

Choice of available jobs

Health or phj'-sical liraitation

Uncertain in high school

3

3

1

1

3er of "'^ of

..isponses Total

20 '
> 50%

4 lOVb

4 10%

3
' 8%

8%

3%

Total 39 100?
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stay until conplction of the course were asked to check a re^xson or reasons as

to what v.-ouid have helped then nost to stay in school. It is possible that

the education vjhich they received in high school was not adequate for vjhat the

. student planned to do in college, or financial help was available but the

student did not know of it. The school ciust make every attempt to follovj its

students after high school and, if a student does leave college, find out the

reason or reasons why.

Table XII on page 54 gives the factors which v:ould have helped the student

stay in school and the nurabcr of replies given for erich factor. SoHe of the

respondents checl^ed more than one of the possibilities when ansv.'ering the

question.

In a previous section of this report, the results of a ruestion asking

students who are now working the relationship of hi;::, school occupational plans

to their present position ';._--e given. It is also felt that the saiae type of

infomation obtained from students who vvent or. to school would be helpful. In

other words, is or was the course of study now being followed while in school

the same one that the student ploimad to follov? V7hile in high school? Tliis

question was asked of the graduates who completed this section of the ques-

tionnaire.

It can be see-.^ from Table XIII on page 55 most of the students are pur-

suing a course that is either in the sane general area, related, or exactly

the same as the or.e the student planned to follow in high school. Only 21

per cent of the boys and 22 per cent of the girls are nov; in an unrelated

or remotely related fiold. The high school planning for the future of these

students has been careful enough to avoid the necessity of changing majors or

discovering that the high c:::iool educational plans were not sufficient. Table

XIII shows -che relationshi:^ of the college or trade school course of study in
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T/UiLE XII

FACT02O WHICH WOULD KAYZ lYZlSED THE STUDENT
REiUra IN SCHOOL

Factor
I'Tunber of % of
Respons;as Tota"

8 25%

7 22%

4 13%

3 10%

3
,

10%

3 10%

2 7%

1 3%

Financial help

Better study habits

Kot to have gotten narried

Elimination of family difficulties

Better high school preparation

tiore interest in college

More realistic vocational choice

liore realistic understanding of college life

Total 51 .- 1005
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regard to high school plans.

It can be seen frca an examination of Table XIII that some students are

not following their high school plans now that they have undertaken advanced

training. If reasons v.'hy the plans are not being followed can be obtained,

perhaps the school can help the .student in nalcing more realistic educational

choices before the student gets to college,

Frosi a list of suggestions given, students who are not follotjing their

high school plans were asked to check an i-ppropriate reason or reasons why or

supply one of their ov/n if they wera not satisfied v:ith the reasons listed on

the questionnaire. Reasons supplied by tho students were: lack of interest,

had no plans in high school, lack of advancement, new opportunities, and a

change of purpose r.i life. Table XIV on page 57 shows the reasons why students

did not follow or are not follo^v'ing their high school plans and -he number

of responses for each reason. Scne students checked more than one reason.

All graduates who completed either Part 3 or Part C of the questionnaire

were given an opportunity to state ways in which the guidance services of

Greensburg High School could have been more helpful to them. The question was

an open-end type question, and the respondents were free to write as little

or as much as they felt like writing, i

As was mentioned earlier, some respc.idents substituted the v7ord "school"

in place of "guidance services." Many tocC; this as an opportunity to praise

the school zr a ':cacher or the guidance services, while others saw this as a

chance to g.., ill-feelings and grudges off "csir chests. All replies received

to this question are included in its tabulction.

There were ninety-three responses received to this question. Once the

questionnaire had been completed and returned, this writer vjent through all of

the questionnaires and grouped similar responses under similar headings in
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T.43LE XIV

REASONS GIVEN FOR KOT FOLLO'JING

IIIGH SGliOOL PLANS IN GOLLHGH

Number of % of
Reason Reioonses Total

Exploratory courses in new- fields 25 46vi

Increased naturicy 11 20%

Inadequate high school guidance

Lack of interest

Lack of academic preparation

Had no plans in high school

Lack of advancenent in dioscn field

New opportunities

Change of purpose in life

9%

7%

5%

5%

4%

2%

•2%

[ota] 55 100%
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WAYS IN WHICH TilE STUDENTS FEEL THAT THE
GUIDANCE SERVICES COULD HAVE BEEN

MORE HELPFUL- TO THEM.
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Replies Given
Number of

Respons es Total

Quite helpful

Adequate

Give more inf or::iaticn on college requirements

Answers pertaining to specific courses or teachers

Didn't have guidance services

More personal conferences

Didn't use them

Dissatisfied

Encourage students not to declare a najor

Set up college visitations

Work days and interviews in chosen field

More time for guidance needed

Encourage students to iv'sat help

Should have been laore sincere / .^

Had to be .:. u i of the counselor

Help those besides honor roll students

Spend more tiae chcDsing a school

More information on Icinds of v7ork

Seem uninterested in helping me

More help in scheduling

28 31%

10 12%

9 10%

9 10%

5 5%

4 4%

3 5%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Total 95 100%
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order that a t;abulation of the responses received could be sho^'m on a table.

This al so prcv:Ldes for easier handling of the data. Table XV shajs the responses

to the cuGstion and the nimber of replies received f(3r each response.

CONCLUSIONS AND REGO.^iMEI^lDATIONb'

OnLce the (3uestionniaires have been coiapletec and returned and the r<isponses

tabulated, the infomation obtain:;d must -e put to use or the study v.'ill have

served little purpose. Although the returns in th;'.o study did not total 100

per cent, it is felt that certain valid conclusions based on the returns that

were received can be uace. Further docisionii will require more study into

particular' areas, but this report of graduates' feelings and opinions on their

high school education is a start in this direction. As has been stated ear-

lier, a copy of this report will be turned over to the school officials in

Greensburg, and they nay use the inforuiation in any way that they feel will

bolster the educational program offered by the Greensburg Public Schools,

The conclusions and recommendations from this study will be divided into

the following sections: -he school in general and its help in various areas,

extra-class activities, acaderaic areas, and the guidance services.

Judging frora the responses to the questiofAiaire, Greensburg Kigh Scliool is

doing an adequate job of preparing its students in mc^t respects. It can be

seen frc-?. the results, hc-rever,. that certain areas need to be studied further

and perhaps scrae changes made.

One good way to neaL;ure whether the school is adequately preparing its

students is to find out how the students feel about the school in relation to

their abilities, interests, and needs. Is the school too challenging or not

challenging enough? Are enough subjects offered to satisfy all the interests
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of all the students? Are social and personal needs being nat satisfactorily as

well as academic needs? Frou the results of this study it can be concluded that

the interests, needs, and abilities of the students are being met. A total of

68 per cent of the boys and 79 per cent of the girls who replied are either

reasonably well-catisfied or highly satisfied with their high school course in

relation to their abilities, 54 per cent of the boys and 85 per cent of the

girls feel the sane vjay in relation to their interests; and 51 per cent of the

boys and 76 per cent of the girls ^re reasonably ueli-satisfied or highly

satisfied with their hif;h school course in relation to their needs. No stu-

. dents responded that they were greatly dissatisfied in regard to their needs.

Based on the replies received, this writer concludes that the interests, needs,

and abilities of the foraer students are adequately being taken care of.

Throughout the questionnaire where rating was involVv::d, the girls tended

to rate their replies higher than boys. This was especially true of the

employed graduates. It is concluded that the girls stay in their initial

position Icr.ger than the boys and the girls use their training from high school

nore quickly and laore directly. Many of the boys have held several jobs since

graduation and do nou use their high school training, whereas the girls are

likely to still be eraployed ac their first post-high school position,

Souie ^!4 per cent of the boys and 32 per cent of the girls who are now

employed feel that there is little or no relationship between their high school

training and _._:.ir present position. The fi:::u--a for the boys is particularly

alarming because it represents almost one-half of the total who responded. For

one reason or another many students are not being adequately trained to do the

jobs they are presently engaged in. It is the recorrnendation of this v;riter

that the school nr.ke an attempt to find out vocational pl-.n^- of the students

early enough to insure that the training they receive will be adequate for their
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chosen occupation. It nust be remembered, however, that students who are

employed part-tiuc while attending school are included in these figures,

Nevertheless, a deeper exaainaticn of vocational plans at an early date is

needed. Over half, or 54 per cent, of the boys responding replied that there

is little or no relationship between their high school occupational plans and .

their present positions, and 56 per cent of the girls replied in a siu-alar

manner. The conclusion is that too cany students are not doing what they

planned to do in high school and that their high school training is of little

help to theci at the present time. Svc.-. \;'ith these high figures, 65 per cent

of the boys and 77 o^r cent of the girls feel that they get considerable or

high satisfaction .frca their job., These figures are ail for graduates who

are presentlj- cL.^>loyed ...Ither part-time or full-time.

For the graduates who arc continuing or did continue their schooling,

it can be concluded that their high school education was adequate. Of the

beys who replied, 79 per cent are following through on their high school plans

in the sarae general area„ in. a related field, or in e^iactly the same field

in college, while 73 per cent cf the girls are doing the same. It is concluded

that the college-bcunc ^,_ci-.nts are nore li'cely tc follow their high school

plans than are those graduates who are employed and enter the labor force

immediately upon leaving high school.

The college-bound stue - satisfied with the help the school is

giving thcni in meeting entrance requirccients and opportunities, A total of

80 per cent of the boys and 87 per cent of the girls received sotae, considerable,

or a great deal of help frc.a the school in meeting these requirements.

However, the replies indicate that the students feel they are not receiving

much help from the school with other problems. Especially noticeable in this

area are the selection of £::tra-class activities while in school, solving
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personal problems, applying for a job in an occupation of interest, learning

about working conditions, unions, wages, and hours, and knowing how to get

along with the "boss" and fellow x>?orkers. .All of these were rated by the

graduates as having received little help frca the school.

It is concluded that little thought is put into the choice of extra-class
.

activities and many students join just for the sake of joining. This writer

recommends that the school explore izurther the possibility of offering a class

at the freshman or sophonore level called Occupations or sosiething similar

which \<rLll introduce the stuaencs to the vjork and salary of various occupations.

It is obvious that the graduates feel there is a need for such a course, and

this writer feels that their ci-iticism is justified.

In the subject matter fields there are several subjects of which the

respondents were critical in their rating. It is possible that scne of the

students held grudges against the s r a teacher and this can have an

effect on the ratings, Ilcweverj the ratings received were taken at their face

value and tabulated. It is concluded that the students are generally well-

satisfied vjith the subjects they studied in high school and that the courses

have been helpful to the graduates since leaving high school. Exceptions

here are in the fields of Spar.ish, chorus, band, woodwork, and ciechanical

drawing. It is rccoomendecl that if no full-scale evaluation is undertaken soon,

there areas be examined further to see if objectives are being met and to see

if the students' criticism is justified.

Courses receiving special praise from the graduates for the saount of help

received were English, typing, and speech. Another indication of the high

value of speech is that it was the class which v;as mentioned aost often by

students as a class they wish vhey had taken but did not while in high school.
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It was mentioned earlier that students feel that they received little

help from the school in selecting extra-class activities. However, this does

not keep the students fron belonging. The activity that is thought to have

been most valuable is athletics, and the athletic department is to be lauded

for the v.'ork it is doing. It is concluded that soiae of the activities are of

more value to the students than are others, and that a further exaaination of

the Ui-Y Club, the Pep Club, and the .Lettersien's Club v.-ould be in order.

One of the nain purposes of this study was to obtain the feelings and

opinions of the students about the guidance services offered by Greensburg

High School. During the fiva vcars covered by this study, the class of 1960

had no organized guidance 3QtvLc&s offered. , the class of 1961 had a part-time

guidance counselor, and the classes of IZ52, 1963, and 1964 had the services

of a full-time guidance ccunsclcr. One p;::rpose was to check the stuients'

awareness of the guidance ser^'ices and to what ezctent the students took

advantage of the scr\'ices offered. One conclusion is 'chat more personal con-

ferences are needed. However, from the guidance point of view, a student

with a personal problem should seek out the counselor rather than have it the

other ^7ay around. A way is needed to let the students feel free to come to

the counselor i^jith any type of ocoblea, and it is recomizended that the counselor

make an effort Iv. this direction.

Another reccxr..^.-.i...:ion is that the covr-.selor spend as much time with the

non college-bound students as with the coilo^e-bound students. Most of the

"bitter" criticism of the school and the guidf:^ce services came from students

who did not go on to school. These students need to feel that the school

cares as much for the..: as it does for the college-bound students. It is

recommended that the school make a concentrated effort to help those students
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who do not plan to go on to college and bring an end to such feelings and

criticisn.

In other areas the guidance services are adequate, especially in regard

to testing and nalcing information about schools and scholarships available,

A final observation about this study is noted here. It becotnes evident

that everyone at Greensburg Kigh School is working hard to prepare the students

for the future. There are shortcomings xjhich have been pointed out in this

report, but perhaps because of this report steps can be taken to overcome

these problems. With the realization that evaluation is a never-ending pro-

cess, and th^.t follow-up studies can play an important role in evaluation,

it is recoavaended that Greensburg High School initiate a program of following-

up its graduates at cr_u, three, and five year intervals and use the results

as a part of the full cvalua,;ion process

«
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PART A: TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL V7HQ RECEIVE TtiE QUESTIOIxNAIRE

1 , Name

2, Present Address

3. Father's Occupation

4. Mother's Occupation

5, Highest grade in school cc=.pleted by father by mother

6. To what degrea were you satisfied with your high
to your abilities?

school course in relation

/ / / / / /
Greatly Mildly I'.o better could

Dissatisfied Dissati2_"ied b;. expcctad under
^.-csent conditions

Treasonably High ly
well-satisfied Satisfied

7, To what degree, ware you sacf^fied with your high
to your interests?

school course in relation

/ / / / / /
Greatly I-liidiy ?;o better could

Dissatisfied Dissatisfied ba expected under
present conditions

I;e.a3oaably Highly
x;ili-satiofied Satisfied

8. To what degree were j'ou satisfied with your high
to your needs?

school coarse in relation

/ / / / / /
Greatly l-iiidly No better could

Dissatisfied Dissatisfied be eirpected under
present ccnditioni;

Reasonably Highly
well-satisfied Satisfied

9. Rate ail of the subjects you took in high school according to the value or
. help you feel you h-.ve received from the subjects since leaving high school.
Rate thim in the 2. blowing cinnner: "4" if tho. course was very helpful;
"3" if the course -...is helpful; "2" if the course was of little help; "1" if
the course was of no help; and "0" if you have no opinion or are undecided.

English Woodwork .-liysics

Algebra Welding Soeech
Geo-^ictry Typing Bua. La-^

History Bookkeeping Economics
Spanish lIo2ieiiiakir-g Band
Chemistry Constitution Chorus

Journal ism
Mech. Drawing
Biology
Phys. Ed.

Others (please list)
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10, Are there any subjects which you new wish that you had taken, but did

not? If so, please list them belov?.

Ll» Are there any subjects which you wish you had been able to take, but which

were not offered when you were a GHS student? If so, please list thca.

12. Rate each of the following problems according to the help you received

at school by using "4" if you received a great amount of help; "3" if

you received sotae help; "2" if you received little help; "1" if you

received no help; and "0" if you are not certain of the amount of help

received,

^getting acquainted with our school as a v.c\-j student.

selecting proper courses v-hile in school,

selecting extra-class activities while in school,

solving perso'.ial problettis while in school,

^discovering ny ovm interest? and abilities,
getting along v/ith teachers aac other students,
^planning for educatica after high school,
choosing a suitable occupation to follow,
applying for a job in an occupation of interest to ce,

^providing me with job infon-iaticn and trends,
learning about worici r.g c;- editions , unions, vrages, and hours.
knowing "r.ow to get along with the -'boss" and fellox^f workers,
giving uz good work habits v;hich have help^^d me,
check here if you received no help with any of these problems,

13, Beloi: is a list of the extra-class activities- which are available to

GHS students. Rate the foilov.dng activities in which you participated

according to the value that you feel these activities have been to you

since leaving high school « Use the follov:ing scale: "4" if you feel

they have been of high value; "5" if sone value; "2" if little value;

"I" if .lo value; and "0" if you are not certain of the value.

Jli-Y Letterrcen's Club ^Class Officer
Y-Teens student Council Dramatics
FlLi I'^ational Honor Society Boys* State
_Pep Club ^;\thletics Girls' State
liusic (league) ^Cheerleader
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PART B: TO B3 GOl'tt-LBTED BY TllOJE GR.\DUATE3 miO AR3 PRHSHKTLY EI-iPLOYSD

,

1, A. Precsnt employer
B, Address of eniployer_

G. Your job title
D, Brief description of your :;ob; just v;hat do you do on the job?

E. ilcurs worked per week
?. Jobs you have held since graduation
G. (optional do not feel compelled to answ:j;r this question) .

.

Present weekly earnings before deductions:
$l-$40 ^^41-$80 581-5100 1-iore than $100

Or give approximate annual income

2. How much titae elapsed frca your high school graduation to full emplo3mient?

Years Months Weeks

5, How did you obtain your present position?

Family or relative School officials
^L'riend or acquaintance Newspaper
^Public employuent agency ^Fc, nd it yourself

Private employment a<j;3.ncy ^Otliers - state source, please

4. IThat is the relationsliip of your high school training to y->,r present job?

/ /_ i / / /
No Little iJGT;i;. Considerable High

Relationship Relationship Relationship Relationship Relationship

5, How much personal satisfaction do you get frcsi your present position?

/ /_ / / t /
Ro Little Sotae Considerable High Degree of

Satisfaction Satisfaction Satisfacti.'.i Satisfaction Satisfaction

6. Uhat is the relationship betv:een your prcsant position and your high school
occupational plans?

/
,;: i /_ / /

No Little Some Considerable High
Relationship Relationship Relationship Relationship Relationship

7, If you arc not doing what you planned to do ...i high school, please check
the appropriate reason below.

^iack of proper training ^health or physical limitations
^change of vocational interest others, please state
^change of geographic location

8, Did you c" counter any unusual or special problems in your job? If so,

please describe them briefly,

9. In vjhat way, if any, do you feel that the high school guidance service
could have been more helpful to you? Please answer briefly.
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PART C - TO BS G02TLST5D BY TdOSE GPJJDUAT23 'JHO UIDELITOOK AD'V/liCED TliAINING OR

FORl-L?iL EB-JCATION FOLLOWIt^G HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION.

DATE OF DATE DEGREE TYPE OF TRAINING

1. NAl-iE OF SC1-:OOL EKTilY LEFT REGSr/ ED RECEIVED

2, How much assistance did you receive in high school in planning to meet

. your college entrance requirements and opportunities?

/ / / / l '.

^o Little Sone Considerable Great Deal of

Assistance Assistance Assistance Assistance Assistance

3. Only those uho did not complete college ansvjer this item: \\'hat v7ould

have helped you nost to s-^ay i colie^^.,?

^elininaticn of fauily difficulties

better health
^financial help
batter hitjh school preparation

more realistic vocational choice

^better study habits

a more realistic understanding of college life

Other - please state

4, Is (v.'as) the course of study you are following v.ca-j or did follow in

college the one you planned to follow in high school?

/ / / / /

Unrelated Remotely oauc General Related Eicactly the

Field Related Area Field Sauciulii

5* If you are not following your high sc.iocl plans, please check the most

appropriate reascr. why from the list belo'.j.

^lack of acadetaic preparation
inadequate high school guidance
increased maturity
e:cploratory courses in new fields

^Other - please state '

6, In whac way, if any, do you feel that the high school guidance services

could '-ave been ruore h./lpful to you? Please answer briefly.
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March 23, 1965

Dear Greensburg i^igh School Graduate:

As you are no doubt a--7are, our schools are continuously under pressure to do a

better job of preparing our your.g people to take their place in society. This,

of course, requires constan- evaluation and revision of our educational program.

It has been many years since any type of f ollow-up study of Greensburg High

School graduates has been made, Hct/evir, such a study is now underway. The

enclosed questionnaire has been designed to obtain information that will be of

value to us in future currioulun planning.

The success of this study depend.-; entirely upon yoUj, the past graduates of

Greensburg lligh School, and, bec.-.usQ of this, I sincerely request your

cooperation. Your ana-.'ers will -^a incorpc:...>:.id into the fini,l decisions made

in curriculu2i building, and it is my earnest desire that you \:ill take the

time to answer each quettio.i as carefully as possible.

The questionnaire is cl ^^dud into three parts » Bveryone receiving the ques-

tionnaire is requested to coiitpiete Part A» '
-

If you are novj er.ployed, please fill cut Par^ B of the questionnaire.

If you entered college cr a specialised school, (i.e^, trade school) following
graduation, please cnpii'^e ?:.ri; C,

Copies of the questionnaire are being sent to menbers of the graduating classes
of 1960 through 1964. All answers will be kept in strict confidence. Please
return the que^ -lonnaire in the enclosed, stcvped, self-addressed envelope,

Realizing that you cvo. c:ctre-.3ly busy, 1 sin-.^rely appreciate your time and
effort in helping Ee with this study, I v;'ou_w be grateful for a proapt reply.

Sincerely

J

Mr. Dale K. Shipps
Spanish teacher
Greensburg High School
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The purpose of this study was to initiate a progran of follow-up of

graduates in order that the information obtained might be used in an evaluation

of the total school offering.

One of the purposes of a follow-up study is to get the present location

and activity of the graduate and to find out his feelings and opinions about his

high school education. These were the main points of emphasis in this study.

Copies of the final results have been requested by school officials in Greensburg

for their examination and possible use.

Information for use in this study was obtained by means of a questionnaire

which was based on recoTiU-tenda^ions fron the school principal and the guidance

counselor. The questionnaire was sent to 181 graduates of Greensburg High

School from the classes of 1960 through 1964, of which 138 \^ere completed

and returned for a total of 77 par cent. The questionnaire i-jas divided into

three parts: Part A consisted of general questions and was to be completed by

all who received the questionnaire; Part 3 consisted of questions related to

employment and was to be a.-si^jsred by those students vjho are now employed; and

Part C consisted of questions related to further education and was to be

answered by those students who undertook formal education or a type of trade

school following high school graduation.

An analysis of che responses to the questionnaire shows that the abilities,

interests, and needs of the graduates vjere met in relation to their high school

course of study

^

llany students arc not following their high school plans in their present

positions. Almost one-half of the bo;7S replied that there is little or no

relationship between their high school training and their present positions,

whereas one-third 2 the girls made the sane reply, A siuiilar situation exists



between high school plans and the present position. Ha-jever, the opposite

situation exists as to job satisfaction. Sixty-five per cent of the boys and

77 per cent of the girls stated that they get considerable or a high amount of

satisfaction froD. their jobs»

The school is doing an adequate job of preparing the students who continue

their education. Based on the responses received, it is concluded that the

college-bound students are ^:nore likely to follow their high school plans than

are those graduates who enter the' labor force upon high school graduation.

The respondents indicated a need for the addition of several subjects to

the program. >Iamed {acst. often were art, psychology, and another foreign

language. Art has ncv? been offered for two years, psychology was introduced

this past year, and German will be offered beginning next fall.

It is rccotamended that ^chooi officials e::araine the possibility of adding

a class in oc^cuoctions to the prcgraa. Applying for a job, learning about

working conditions, and knowing how to get along with the boss all received

very low ratings frota students as to the aiiount of help given by the school

in these areas.

The inforcaation service is doing an adequate job for college-bound

students; ho-.;evi;r, many of the graduates who vjere not going on to school indi-

cated that the g-uidance services did not seem interested in them. It is

recommended tl the school personnel attempt to show interest and concern for

all students, revjardless of their future plat..:.

Throughout the qucsticinaire the girls tended to rate areas higher than

the boys who replied, especially among those graduates who are now employed.

The conclusion is that girls stay vjith their first job for a longer period of

tinie and use their high school training ir.ore quickly than the boys, liany of



the boil's have held three or four jobs since graduation while the najority of

girls have stayed with their initial position.

A final recommendation is that ncxj that a follow-up program has been

initialed, the Grcensburg Schools should continue the progran at regular inter-

vals. Each year's graduating class should be followcd-up sojnetine during the

following year, but an even better program would be to have a follow-up study

of graduates at one-, three-, and five-year intervals*


